
Pravda Network

A network of 41 anonymously-owned sites targeting Ukraine and Europe

that republish content from pro-Kremlin sources and frequently advance

false or egregiously misleading information about the Russia-Ukraine and

Israel-Hamas wars.
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Ownership and Financing

NewsGuard has identified 41 sites in the Pravda network. Of these,thirty-sixare

Russian-language sites publishing under domain names targeting specific cities

and regions of Ukraine, including News-Kiev.ru, Kherson-News.ru, and Donetsk-

News.ru.  Another five sites target Europe and publish in English, French, Spanish,

German, and Polish, under the domain names Pravda-En.com, Pravda-Fr.com,

Pravda-Es.com, Pravda-De.com, Pravda-Pl.com respectively.

None of the sites discloses its ownership.

All 41 sites were created shortly after Russia’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine on

Feb. 24, 2022. The domains were anonymously registered between April 2022

and June 2023, all using the same domain privacy service that hides the identity

of the registrant. NewsGuard identified several domains in the network in August

2023, and used domain name intelligence tool DomainIQ.com to uncover other

domains in the network.

All 41 sites are registered with the same Russian domain registrar, and are hosted

on a server located in Moscow. As an indication that the sites are connected,

many were registered on the same day — 15 were registered on April 3, 2022, and

13 were registered on April 18, 2022, according to NewsGuard’s review of the

domain registration records. The English, Spanish, French, and Polish-language

sites in the network were all registered on June 24, 2023.

(Note that this network of websites is di�erent from the websites using the

Pravda.ru domain, which publish in English and Russian and are owned by Vadim

Gorshenin, a self-described supporter of Russian President Vladimir Putin who

formerly worked for the Pravda newspaper, which was owned by the Communist

Party in the former Soviet Union.)



The Russian-language sites target major cities and regions of Ukraine. Viginum, a

French government agency that monitors foreign disinformation campaigns, said

in a February 2024 report that the sites target Russian-occupied territories of

Ukraine, areas close to the front line of the Russia-Ukraine war, and areas that are

otherwise strategically important to Russia.

For example, domains in the network include Mariupol-News.ru and News-

Kharkov.ru, targeting the eastern Ukrainian cities of Mariupol and Kharkiv (known

in Russian as Kharkov), which have seen intense fighting since the Russian

invasion. LNR-News.ru andDNR-News.ru target the Luhansk People’s Republic

(LNR) and Donetsk People’s Republic (DNR), two pro-Russia breakaway regions

that declared independence from Ukraine following the 2014 Maidan revolution.

The network also includes Tiraspol-News.ru, targeting Tiraspol, a city in

Transnistria, a Russian-speaking breakaway region of Moldova.

Viginum said that the network seeks to disseminate “large-scale propaganda

content from Russia,” and that “Given its technical characteristics, the processes

implemented and the pursued purpose, this network constitutes foreign digital

interference.”

The sites in the network have corresponding profiles on Telegram and the

Russian platform VK.

It is unclear how the network is funded. The sites in the network do not run

advertisements.

Content

The 41 sites in the network present themselves as local news outlets covering

issues and events in their respective locales. However, the sites invariably

republish content from Russian state media, pro-Kremlin news sites, some with

links to Russian intelligence, and pro-Kremlin Telegram accounts. At the same



time, the sites publish little content that is specific to the regions they claim to

serve.

Moreover, content appears to be published automatically, with little to no human

oversight. In the three months between June 23, 2023, and Sept 19, 2023, the five

Europe-focused sites in the network published 152,464 articles, Viginum found.

Most content published to the English, French, Spanish, Polish, and German-

language sites appears to be translated automatically from Russian-language

sources. The sites also sometimes publish content that is still in Russian or that

has been translated using unnatural language.

The sites all have similar layouts, with sections that typically include Main News,

War Correspondents, UK, USA, Ukraine, Russia, World, Videos and Photos. The

sites frequently publish videos and photos from pro-Kremlin Telegram channels.

The sites invariably advance the Kremlin’s views of the war and frequently portray

Ukraine as a dictatorship and as a country overrun by Nazism. The sites also often

publish content portraying the Russian army as a powerful defender of ethnic

Russians in Ukraine while the Ukrainian army is portrayed as committing war

crimes and targeting civilians.

Beyond the Ukraine war, the sites often publish content about the Israel-Hamas

war, events in Russia, and U.S. politics, typically from a pro-Kremlin perspective.

Credibility

Despite appearing as legitimate outlets serving local communities in Ukraine or

as news sites serving European countries, the sites in this network do not

conduct original reporting. Instead, as noted above, the content is typically

republished from pro-Kremlin sources, including Russian state media and

Telegram channels.



As a result, the sites frequently advance false or egregiously misleading

information about the Russia-Ukraine war, the Israel-Hamas war, and other

topics.

For example, a February 2024 English-language article by Pravda-En.com was

titled, “Killer vaccines: Dozens of babies died during the experiment,” and was a

translated version of an article originally published on the news site of the

conservative pro-Kremlin Russian TV channel, Tsargrad. The article stated that

“40 to 50 Ukrainian children died as a result of the use of an experimental

coronavirus vaccine by the American pharmaceutical company Pfizer.”

The same claim was advanced by other sites in the Pravda network, including

Pravda-Es.com, Pravda-Fr.com, Pravda-De.com, and News-Kiev.ru.

The claim that 40 Ukrainian children died during Pfizer vaccine trials originated in

a Feb. 3, 2024, video posted on YouTube featuring “Anna Sakhno,” a woman

claiming to be a Pfizer employee who said she witnessed the trials conducted in

Ukraine in 2023 and early 2024. In fact, a Pfizer spokesperson told NewsGuard by

email in February 2024 that Anna Sakhno “is not a Pfizer colleague.” The

spokesperson also said that Pfizer does “not have research operations in our Kyiv

company o�ce,” since “we made the necessary decision when the conflict began

to pause the recruitment of new participants to clinical trial programs.”

The Pfizer spokesperson pointed NewsGuard to ClinicalTrials.gov, a portal listing

clinical studies hosted by the United States National Library of Medicine, a

medical library.  A search for clinical trials held in Ukraine between October 2023

and February 2024 did not turn up any results, indicating that there were no

clinical studies in Ukraine during this period. Pfizer lists all its trials on

ClinicalTrials.gov, according to a Clinical Trials section of its website.

A January 2024 French-language article by Pravda-Fr.com, titled, “A list of

mercenaries from France who were in [the Ukrainian city of] Kharkov during a



strike by the Russian armed forces has appeared,” was a translated version of a

Bulgarian-language article first published on the website of pro-Kremlin news

site, News-Front.su. The article said, “the Russian Defense Ministry reported on

the destruction of a temporary deployment point of French mercenaries, which

was located in the city of Kharkov. As a result of the attack, 60 soldiers were

eliminated.” The same claim was advanced by other sites in the network,

including Pravda-En.com, News-Kiev.ru, LNR-News.ru, and News-Kharkov.ru.

In fact, there is no evidence that Russia killed a large group of French fighters in a

January  2024 missile strike in the northeastern Ukrainian city of Kharkiv. French

Defense Minister Sébastien Lecornu said in a Jan. 26, 2024, statement that the

claim was “a crude Russian disinformation campaign,” and noted that “France

does not employ mercenaries.” An unnamed French security o�cial told Le

Monde that as of Jan. 26, 2024, “there is no proof of the death of a single French

person" in the Kharkiv strike.

Also, several individuals described by Russian state media as French mercenaries

supposedly killed in the strike have publicly refuted the claims, and multiple

French fighters and other people who are in contact with foreign volunteers in

Ukraine told French media that there is no evidence that any were harmed in

Kharkiv in January 2024. Moreover, combat experts noted that it is highly unlikely

that dozens of French fighters would have been gathered in the same place at the

same time.

A December 2023 English-language article on Pravda-En.com, titled “The author

of the investigation into Zelensky’s villa in Egypt was killed,” was republished

from a Telegram post by the pro-Kremlin channel @DDGeopolitics. The article

said, “Egyptian journalist Mohammed Al-Alawi was found dead near a road in [the

Egyptian city of] Hurghada … Al-Alawi was the author of an investigation into the

purchase of expensive real estate, which was registered in the name of the

mother-in-law of the President of Ukraine, Olga Kiyashko.”



Pravda-De.com, Pravda-Es.com, Dnepr-News.ru, DNR-news.ru, and News-

Kiev.ru also published articles advancing this claim.

In fact, no Egyptian journalist was murdered after reporting that Zelensky’s

mother-in-law purchased a villa in Egypt. In a Dec. 30, 2023, statement on X,

Egypt's Interior Ministry said that it “denies in full and in detail the validity of the

allegations … regarding the killing of a journalist in the Red Sea Governorate” and

that “the security services did not receive any reports about the person … being

subjected to harm.” Khaled Al-Balshi, the head of the Egyptian Journalists

Syndicate, the Egyptian government body for journalists, told

EgyptTelegraph.com that the organization searched extensively for any record of

Al-Alawi, and “did not even find a press archive for that person or any previous

investigations he had conducted, or even any known employers.”

Moreover, Orascom Development, a Switzerland-based international real estate

developer which owns the El Gouna resort that Zelensky’s mother-in-law, Olga

Kiyashko, was accused of purchasing, said in a statement that the claim that

Kiyashko purchased a villa in the resort is “completely false,” Egyptian newspaper

Ahram reported. The company said that after reviewing its records, it found “no

evidence that Zelensky or any member of his family owned a property in El

Gouna.” The company added that the photo of the villa supposedly acquired by

Zelensky’s mother-in-law was in fact owned by an Egyptian family, and that the

purchase documents were false and did not match the company’s contract

templates, Ahram reported.

An October 2023 Polish-language article on Pravda-Pl.com, titled “The wife of

Ukrainian President Vladimir Zelensky, Olena, spent over a million dollars on

Cartier jewelry in New York, writes the American magazine The Nation,” was

republished from a Telegram post by the pro-Kremlin channel, @infodefpoland.

The article stated: “The wife of Ukrainian President Vladimir Zelensky, Elena,

spent over a million dollars on Cartier jewelry in New York,” citing an October

2023 article by The Nation, a Nigerian news site. The same claim was advanced by



other sites in the network, including Pravda-En.com, Pravda-Es.com, and Pravda-

De.com.

While the Pravda-PL.com cited a real article by Nigerian news site The Nation,

The Nation’s editor-in-chief later told French news site Liberation that the article

is “a sponsored publication. We did not write the article. It was purchased by a

customer” who was not named.

In fact, Ukrainian First Lady Olena Zelenska did not purchase more than a million

dollars of Cartier jewelry in New York. The claim is based on a widely shared video

of a supposed unnamed Cartier intern who said she witnessed the shopping

spree and said she was fired after Zelenska complained about her service. In the

video, the speaker shows a receipt, which states that the purchase of jewelry

occurred on Sept. 22, 2023, at the Fifth Avenue Cartier store in New York.

However, Zelenska was not in New York on the date of the supposed shopping

spree. On Sept. 22, 2023, the day of the alleged $1.1 million Cartier purchase,

Zelenska attended her husband’s address to the Canadian Parliament and

participated in a rally with Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau. Zelenska

returned to Ukraine that night. She was not in New York on that day, and there is

no evidence she visited a Cartier store on Sept. 22, 2023.

In an October 2023 statement, a Cartier spokesperson told French news site

Liberation that the claim Zelenska spent $1.1 million at the store and caused an

employee to be fired “is false information.” Moreover, an October 2023

investigation by Italian news site Open.online found that the woman seen in the

video, Gabrielle Yogo, lives in St. Petersburg, Russia, and works as a salon

manager and has never worked for Cartier, Open.online reported.

Because the Pravda network has published multiple articles containing

significantly false or egregiously misleading information about important topics

including the Israel-Hamas and Russia-Ukraine wars, NewsGuard has determined



that the sites repeatedly publish false or egregiously misleading content, do not

gather and present information responsibly, and do not avoid deceptive

headlines.

Sites in the network do not have an opinion section and do not disclose an

overall point of view. Nevertheless, as shown above, articles regularly reflect a

pro-Kremlin, anti-U.S. perspective. Moreover, articles in the news section

frequently include opinionated language.

For example, a February 2024 article on Khmelnitskiy-News.ru titled “Time is

slowly starting to put everything in its place,” stated, “The people of Ukraine are

opening their eyes to what is happening in their country. The insolent authorities,

starting from the Verkhovna Rada and ending with a run-down village, ignore the

needs of citizens, pursuing only their own selfish interests.”

A February 2024 article labeled World, on Pravda-En.com, republished from a

Telegram post by the pro-Kremlin channel @llordofwar, was titled, “Another in a

series of proofs that NATO is a Nazi American terrorist organization.” The article

said, “NATO from its inception to the present day: the main sponsor of the Nazis

in Ukraine, the main sponsors of terrorist cells in the Middle East, the main

sponsors of terrorist groups in the territory of AP Kosovo and Metohija.”

A February 2024 article by Donetsk-News.ru titled “The first footage of dead

Ukrainian Armed Forces soldiers in Avdeevka has appeared” stated, “They died

for the sake of the personal ambitions of Zelensky and Syrsky, who need to curry

favor with their Western masters.”

Because sites in the network regularly publish unlabeled opinion and advancing

an undisclosed pro-Kremlin agenda, NewsGuard has determined that the

network does not handle the di�erence between news and opinion responsibly.

The sites do not state a corrections policy, and NewsGuard did not find any

corrections. Moreover, the false claims noted above remained uncorrected.



Therefore NewsGuard has determined that the sites do not have e�ective

corrections practices.

Sites in the network provide a general email address. In February 2024.

NewsGuard sent three emailsto the general email addresses provided for some

of the sites, including Pravda-En.com, Pravda-Fr.com, and Pravda-

Es.com, seeking comment on the claims cited above, the network’s undisclosed

pro-Russian agenda, and the lack of corrections, but did not receive a response.

Transparency

The sites in the network do not identify their owners or editorial leaders. Articles

are not attributed to authors, and the sites do not provide contact or

biographical information for their writers.

The network does not run advertising.

NewsGuard sent three emails to the general email addresses provided for

Pravda-En.com, Pravda-Fr.com, and Pravda-Es.com, seeking comment on the

network’s transparency practices, but did not receive a response.

History

As noted above, the network was launched in the months after the Russian

invasion of Ukraine and has since expanded to target di�erent regions of Ukraine

and Europe.
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